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Abstract - -A  code and some numeric~l experiments with a one-dhnens[onal cubic algorithm are 
presented, It is demonstrated that the algorithm is applicable for full global optimization of s large 
class of functitms including discontinuous and unbounded functions. Experiments with such functions 
show that successive runs yield monotonically improving results which descend onto the set of All 
global optimizers, if the sequence of experimental runs is properly orgsnized, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The cubic algorithm [1-3] is developed for solving the full global optimization problem for a 
Lipschitz continuous function over a closed n-cube C, that is, for finding the value 
s o - min_ f(z),  (~ C ]R n, (1) 
=6C 
and the set of all global minimizers 
K ° = {= ~ ~ I f(.-r.) = s °} (2) 
for a function f : (~ ---* ~1 satisfying the condition 
lf(z)-f(z')I<_LII=-='il, L = const. > O; z,z'  E C. (3) 
In this paper, a one-dimensional version of the algorithm is studied, see [3, pp. 7-24, 61-78, 
299-303]. For n : 1, an n-cube becomes a segment [a, b], so that the generation of representative 
points z~ with their corresponding subsegments [z~, z~ + cm], the function value computations, 
and the calculation of iterated global minimum value estimates Sm (comparison constants in the 
terminology of [1-3]) can be done as follows: 
cm = (b -  a) , m = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (4 )  
zm=a+cm(i--1), i= I , . . . ,N ;  re=l ,  for m = 2,3,. . .see the code below, (5) 
Z rn i f= l ( ,  ), ie.,,,.,,; , 'n=1,2,.. . ,  
Sm = min f~,  m = 1,2,.. .  (7) 
i61m 
where Im is the index set indicating remaining subsegments (before rejection, see below); for 
example, 11 = {1, 2 , . . . ,  N}. 
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If a function / (z )  is Lipschitzian and a Lip constant L > 0 is known, then it is entered in 
the procedure as initial information. Otherwise, the value L = 0 is entered, which activates the 
following block for computation of the constants Am > 0 used in the algorithm: 
[ f~ ' - f~[  i~ j ;  i , j E Im;  m = 1,2,. (8) 
L~=Jz  r xT l '  . . ,  
L m = max L~ ',J~;,, , ,  m= 1,2, . . . ,  (9) 
Am=qL m, q~l ,  m-1,2 ,  . . . .  (10) 
If a function f (z)  is Lipschitzian (with L > 0 unknown) and it happens that A m >_ L, then 
the results are guaranteed. Otherwise, i.e., with A m < L(L = +oo for non-Lipschitzian f(z)),  
the results are not guaranteed; however, the algorithm wilt run as usual, see [3, pp. 16-17], and 
it is interesting and important, that with a proper choice of q > 1 (sufficiently large) or certain 
A m = A = const. > 0 and, maybe, another grid {z~ n) different from (5) the correct results can 
be obtained; see Section 3 below. 
The next block, necessary to obtain a good approximation to the exact set K °, (2), of all global 
minimizers, and to decrease the number of function evaluations in (6), is the deletion operator 
which rejects all subsegments not containing lobal minimizers. First, deletion, or rejection, 
constants r m are calculated: 
b-a  
rm=Amcm=A m N----~, m = 1,2, . . . .  (11) 
Then, all subsegments for which 
/ /m_sm>r  m, iE Im;  re=l ,2 , . . .  (12) 
are deleted from the memory, or equivalently, for further iterations are retained only subsegments 
for which 
/~  - Sm <_ r m, i E Im; m=1,2 , . . . .  (13) 
Since we have, see [3, p. 46]: 
Sm-  r m < s o ~ sm, m = 1,2, . . . ,  (14) 
so the value of mr=max r m is, in fact, an upper bound for the precision of the current iterated 
global minimum value estimate am, if the function / (z)  is Lipschitzian and A m >_ L, for all 
m = 1,2, . . . .  Note that in the following code, the parameters L m, A m, r m, are row vectors, so 
that A m >__ L, A m = A mean A~ _> L, A~" = A and maxr m = maxr~ for i E In-1. 
2. A CODE FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL ADAPT IVE  CUBIC ALGORITHM 
The following code has been used for numerical experiments. 
funct ion  [ s ,n r ,n ,nev ,h ,cn ,gx ,g f ] f f i cub ic ( fc tn ,a ,b ,q , l J ,n l , L ip ,B , to l ,M)  
% 
% OlJE-DIXRISIOIJIL FULL GLOBAL MIIII¢IZATIO! 
% Viii ADAPTIVE CUBIC ILGORITHM 
Y, 
[s ,mr ,n ,nev ,  I cn,gx,  g~] =cubic ( f c tn ,  a ,b ,  q, l ,n t , L ip ,B ,  tol ,M) 
Y. 
Y. f c tn  
Y, Cab] 
% q>l 
% II>I 
Y. n l  
Lip 
Y.S 
% te l  
~M 
Y. 
: cos t  ~unct$on 
: opt imizat ion  in terva l  
: coe f f i c ient  fo r  L ipsch i tz  constant  es t imat ion  
:par t i t ion  in teger  
: re jec t ion  sw i tch  in teger ( re jec t ions  s tar t  at  i te ra t ion  a l )  
:enter  Lip>O i f  L ipsch i tz  constant  i s  knogn, e l se  enter  Li l~O 
:upper bound fo r  adapt ive  constants  h 
:abso lu te  e r ror  o f  the  i te ra ted  g loba l  n in inun  va lue  es t imate  8 
:naxJJ~n nunber of  i te ra t ions  per fornod  
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% s 
%at 
%• 
% nev 
%A 
% ca 
% gr 
% gf 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
: i te ra ted  g loba l  ninimun value est imate (s -+ n in ~ as • grows) 
: the  la rgest  re jec t ion  constant  
:number of i te ra t ions  
:number of funct ion  eva luat ions  
:row of adapt ive  est imates  fo r  Lip constants 
: l ength  of the remaining sub in terva ls  
:extreme left representative points 
: funct ion  values at  those po in ts  
For maximizat ion use max f = -n in ( - f )  
Coded by: 
A. FER3AKI, 
LASSY, Universit6 de Mice-Sophia Antipolis 
41Bd Mapol6on I I I ,  06041 Mice FKAMCE 
with par t i c ipat ion  of  E.a.  Galper in 
Ju ly  1991. 
(c.c.  [3, pp. 7-24, 61-78, 299-303]) 
PKO-M£TLAB, vers ion  3.5f,  of Decenber 1989. 
m=O;c=b-a;nr=inf;U=ones(N,1);S=(O:N-1)~; 
% . . . .  i n i t ia l i za t ion  . . . .  
gx=a;g f=feva l ( f c tn ,gx) ;nev=l ;  
%==== main loop . . . . .  
whi le m<H k mr>tel;re=re+l; 
% . . . .  t rans la ted  gr id  generator  . . . .  
segmax=length(gx) ; 
x=zeros (N ,eegmax) ; f=zeros (N ,segnax) ; f (1 , : )=~f ;  
cm=c/(N'm);x=kron(gx,U)+cm*kron(ones( l :se~nax) ,S) ;  
fo r  seg=l :segnax; fo r  i=2:N 
f ( i , seg)=feva l ( f c tn ,x ( i , seg) ) ;  
end;end 
s=min(min(f)) ;nev=nev+(N-1)*segmax; 
% . . . .  L ipsch i tz  constant  es t imat ion  . . . .  
if Lip<=0 
L=zeroe(N*(N- l ) /2 , se~ax) ;k=1;  
fo r  i= l :N ; fo r  j=i+l:N 
LCk, : )=abs( f  ( j ,  : ) - f  ( i ,  : ) ) . / (x ( j ,  : ) -x ( i ,  : )) ;k=k+1 ; 
end;and; 
L1 - -aax( [L ; - in f *ones(1 ,se~ax) ] ) ; L2=q*L1;  
l=n in ( [L2 ;B 'ones(1 ,segnax) ] ;  
else 
A=Lip*ones(1,segnax); 
end 
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Y. . . . .  re jec t ion  , re ly ing  and new gr id generat ion . . . .  
rffii*cm;arffiaax(r) ;gxfD ;ff f fD ; 
fo r  seg: l  :segaaz, 
i ' f  a<al 
K=I : I ;a r f in f ;  
else 
Kff  ind( f  ( :, seg)-s<ff ir(seg)) ; 
end 
gx= [gx x(K ,  seg) ' ]  ; 
gf f [g f  f (K ,seg) ' ]  ; 
end 
end 
In addition to the standard functions of the cubic algorithm [1,2], the code features a block 
for adaptive valuation of constants Am in (10), (11), cf. [3, pp. 61-63, 71-72], with an upper 
bound B that can be used for non-Lipschitzian, discontinuous or unbounded functions; a rejection 
switch (see [3, p. 76]); a stopping rule by assigned precision am - s°~to l  or by a given maximum 
number !/of iterations performed, and a counter of the number of function evaluations. 
INPUT INFORMATION. A function evahation procedure (fctn) and a segment [a, b] over which 
f (z )  is minimized, (a, b); a choice of parameters q_~ 1, |~_2, (q,|); a rejection switch integer al_~0 
indicating the iteration at which deletion operator is activated and segments not containing lobal 
minimizers are being discarded, (-1); the Lip parameter, (Lip), which, if positive, enters a known 
Lipschitz constant Am--Lip for all m = 1,2,. . . ,  and, if zero, activates the block for adaptive 
evaluation of Am; an upper bound 0<B_~,  (B); desired precision, (tol), which when attained 
terminates the iteration process and starts the output block and the maximum number N~_oo f 
iterations performed, (14). 
OUTPUT INFORMATION. The global minimum value estimate sin, precision mr, number of itera- 
tions m, number of function evaluations nev, the row vector A m, the segment length c ~ = c/N m, 
coordinates of the left extreme points z m of the segments [z~ n, z~ + c m] containing lobs] mini- 
mizers, function values at those points, and other information as desired by the user; see below. 
3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In the following computations, we always take |=3,  nl=0, Lip=0, B=inl,  tol=0.01, I /=inf 
( inf means infinity in MATLAB) unless indicated otherwise. If computing f(z)  takes much time, 
its graph should not be used for investigation and solution of a problem. Such graphs are given 
below for illustrative purposes only. 
Ezample I
Find all roots of the equation e-x - sin z on [0,16]. This is equivalent to the problem: 
min f(z) = min le -= - sin z I -- s o > 0, (15) 
•e[o,lel 
where s o > 0 would indicate the absence of roots within [0,16]. 
The function/(z) in (15) is Lipschitzian over [0,16] with L--2, thus, setting Lip--2, i.e., A m -- 2 
for all m = 1,2, . . . ,  will solve the problem. We want, however, to check the operation of the A m 
evaluation block for different q, starting with q--1.5. The results are exhibited in Figure 1. 
We see that for q--1.5 the constant A<2 and some minimizers (roots) are lost. With increasing q, 
the constant A increases and roots are retrieved, until the value q-4.0 yielding A>2 when the 
algorithm delivers all the roots. 
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q=l.5, Ae[1.49, 1.50], A<2 ~ yields 2 roots : 
1 " " 
q=2.0, /~[1.91,  2.00], some A<2 ~ yields 4 roots : 
16 
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q=4.0, Ae [3.81, 5.58], all A>2 ~ yields all 6 roots : 
Figure I. 
.] 
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1 
e .9  
g.m 
6 .4  
9 .2  
e 
-8 -6  -4  -2  9 
q=l.0, Ae[0.93, 1.01] --* yields 2 roots : 
I 
2 4 6 
q=1.5, Ae[1.39, 1.83] --~ yields 3 roots : 
I - • • I 
q=2.0, Ae[1.86, 2.44] -~ yields all 5 roots : 
Figure 2. 
Ezamp[e 
Find all roots of the equation sin z exp (V /~)  - 1 on [ -8 ,  8]. This  is equivalent o the 
problem: 
ra in / (z )  = .rpin. 'exp ( -~ ' [~ -s inz '  = s 0 > 0. (lO) 
zE[ -S ,s ] l  \ " " " /  I 
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Here, the function I ( z )  is not Lipschitzian on [-8,8], but rather Lipa-function, or H6lder 
function, with a - 0.5. One can use the Lipa cubic algorithm [3, pp. 63-69] to get guaranteed 
results. We prefer, however, to use the ordinary cubic algorithm with the A m generation block. 
The results for different q are exhibited in Figure 2. 
Ezample 3
Find all roots of the equation tan z = cos z on [0, 8]. We transform it to the equivalent problem: 
rain f ( z )  - rain J tan z - cos z I - s o > 0. (17) 
=~[0,s] 
In this case, the function f ( z )  is discontinuous on [0,8], but bounded below. In Figure 3, we 
see that all roots are found with rather small values of A. It is convenient to use the logarithmic 
scale. 
re, 
le 2 
1o- 
le-o 
I 2 3 4 
q=l.0, A e [2.22, 2.28] -~ yields 2 roots :
I " 
q=l.5, A ~ [3.32, 3.39] ~ yields all 3 roots :
Figure 3. 
6 7 
Ezample 4
Solve the problem 
in f tanz ,  for x E [ -4 ,@ (18) 
The function [ (z )  -= tan x is discontinuous and unbounded below over [-4, 4]. We need, thus, 
to locate the neighborhoods fli C [-4, 4] containing lobal minimizers, i.e., where tan z --~ -co .  
The results are shown in Figure 4 where a t  is the length of remaining segments from the last 
partition. Note that in the case of functions unbounded in the direction of the optimization 
( i z f= -co  for rain, sup=+oo for max), the stopping rule by '1:o1' has no effect, and one should 
use the maximum number M of iterations to terminate the process. Experiments with n l=0 and 
11=3 are presented. 
Example 5
Consider the Dirichlet function: {1, 
0, 
and solve the problems: 
if z is irrational, (19) 
if z is rational, 
s o = inf[((z) + sin z], 
s o = sup[((z) + Sin z], 
e [-8, 8], (2o) 
e [-8, 8]. (21) 
10 
-5 
-10 
-4 
i i 
-3 -2 - l 0 1 2 
q=l.0, M=8, Ae[17.45, 17.98] ~ yields one minimizer: 
f 
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J 
x i = -1.3333, -1.3321; cm=0.0012 
5 6 
q=4.0, M=8, Ae[1 5xi0,8.6xi0 ] --, yields another one minimizer : 
x i  = 1.5711, 1.5723, 1.5735; cm--0.0012 
5 7 
q=4.0, ml=3, M=8, Ae [1.5x10,1.4x10 ] ~ yields both minimizers 
I • • i 
located within remaining segments of the length cm=0.0012 with 
extreme left representative points : 
x i = -1.5711,-1..5699, -1.5687, 1.5711, 1.5723, 1.5735 
Figure 4. 
2 
1 .5  . . . . . .  '. . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  '. . . . . . . .  '. . . . . .  ; . . . . .  ', . . . . . .  : . . . .  
I . . . . . .  ', . . . .  -.' . . . . .  '. . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . .  ', . . . . . .  • . . . .  
'i I 
-0 .5  
- I  
-8 -5 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 
L ip : l ,  A : I  -~ y ie lds  a l l  3 min imizers  : 
Lip=l, A=I  -~ yields all 3 maximizers : 
F igure  5 .  
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Here there is a catch. Since all calculated numbers in a computer are rational, the function 
~(z) cannot be simulated properly and direct application of the cubic algorithm yields simply 
rrdn and max of sin z over [-8, 8]. Operating with rational numbers only, we should replace (20) 
by infsinz, z E [-8,8], and (21) by sup(l  + sinz), z E [-8,8], for which the cubic algorithm 
delivers correct results: s o = -1,  s o = 2; see Figure 5. 
Ezample 6 
Consider the function/~(z) represented in Figure 6. 
1 
0 .~ 
e 
-e .$  
-1  
-1 .5  
• j  . . . . . .  
i 
. . . . . . .  i i . . . . . . .  
I 
I I 
m I J 
. . . . . .  ; . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  
g ! 2 3 4 5 6 
Figure 6. 
For the problems: 
min/~(z)sinz, z E [0,8], (22) 
max/~(z) sin z, z E [0, 8], (23) 
the results are shown in Figure 7 for the value Lip'-l.5 (a value Lip>0 cancels the effect of 
controls by q>_ 1 and S_<-t-oo with the assignment , --Lip). 
Alternatively, one can enter, e.g., Lip=0, q--2.0, 1/=8 and use the A-generation block with some 
value for B>0. The reader can check that for the case of rain, (22), the value B=70, yields two 
global minimizers plus two extra sets around z = 1+0 and z = 4+0 not containing minimizers at 
all, whereas B~60 deletes those sets and yields the correct result. For the case of max, (23), the 
set around z = 4 -  0 is deleted with B_<60 and retained with B>70. For !i>8 one may get another 
result. With 1/=~n~e, B--i.uf, the stopping rule by 'to1' may not work. In general, controls by 
assignment of Lip>0, or q>l,  0<B<oo, or 1/<oo, and/or ml>l, to l>0 give the user a possibility 
to investigate the problem and obtain the full global optimal solution for discontinuous functions. 
In both cases, if one uses the A-generation block without a bound B, (B=+oo), then one may get 
large values for A caused by jumps, so that some sets not containing lobal optimizers would not 
be discarded. For example, in the case of max, (23), for q=2.0, 1/=8, we have near jump points 
AE [2070.7, 2482.7] which produces an extra set around z = 4 not containing lobal maximizers. 
On the other hand, this set of near-maximisers (0.7568 at z = 4 -0  vis-a-vis 0.8415 at z = I -0 )  
nmy be useful in practice for other reasons, in which case one has to retain it, see the bottom 
rectangle in Figure 7. 
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1 --------,------- 
* , I s 
-0.5 . ~  
-! 
O ! 2 3 4 $ 5 7 8 
Lip=l.5, A=I.5 -~ yields all 2 minimizers : 
I * *1 
Lip=l.5, A=1.5 --~ yields the unique maximizer : 
I * 
i - F,~ i 
| . . • 
: !i!!! 
e.2 - ~  
o 
e 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 e 
Lip=l.5, A=1.5 -o yields the entire set of global minimizers that 
includes three points : x=0, 3.14, 6.28 and the segment [5, 6]. 
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For the problem: 
* * i *  [ 
Figure 8. 
rnin [B(x)sin z[, x E [0,8], (24) 
the results are shown in Figure 8 for the value Lip=I.5. The reader can check that with Lip=0, 
q=2.0, M=7 the value 8=10 yields the same result, whereas with B~20 one gets an extra set 
around z = 2.99 not containing lobal minimizers. In eases of possible constancy over globally 
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optimal sets, such as the constancy over [5, 6] shown above, special attention should be paid in 
order not to incur too many function evaluations due to non-rejection of partitioned subsegments. 
This can be achieved by restricting the magnitude of N or A, (A<B). 
We see that the ordinary cubic algorithm can handle piecewise continuous functions with 
multiple jumps. The results, however, are not guaranteed and some experience of the user is 
required to obtain the correct results. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The above examples demonstrate that an ordinary cubic algorithm with the adaptive A m 
evaluation block and rejection switch is a very powerful procedure for full global optimization. 
The algorithm can handle, in fact, arbitrary functions including non-Lipschitsian, discontinuous 
or unbounded functions and even functions having infinite number of discontinuities over a finite 
interval. Of course, the results for non-Lipschitzian functions are not fool-proof as are the results 
for a Lipschitzian function with a known constant L>0, in which case setting Lip=L, at=0 in the 
above code yields the correct solution automatically. For H61der functions with known constants 
L>0, 1>a>0, the algorithm can be readily upgraded by replacing rm of (11) with the relation 
(cf. [3, p. 66, Formula (14)]): 
fb -a~ ~ 
r ,n=A\Nm/  , A>_L>O,  m=1,2 , . . . ,  (25) 
in which case it will render the correct solution automatically. This generalization is applicable 
also to Lipschitzian functions where a -- I. 
It is important hat the ordinary cubic algorithm with the A rn evaluation block and rejection 
switch already proves to be applicable to arbitrary functions. For such application, in the above 
procedure one makes a choice for Lip>0, B<-/-oo, q~l,  a l>0, g>2, N<+oo and starts computer 
experiments. It requires certain experience and ingenuity from the user. The best results currently 
obtained should be stored and improved with the results of subsequent experimental runs. In 
this way, approximations will monotonically descen d onto the set of all global minimizers, if the 
sequence of experimental runs is properly organized. 
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